understanding energy - what’s your strategy?
For most educational organisations, budget pressures are currently
playing a pivotal role in any procurement decision. Energy is one
essential that will inevitably account for a large portion of an organisation’s ongoing costs. By implementing effective energy procurement strategies many schools, colleges and universities can make a
huge difference to their bottom line.

There may be
more options
than you think

Energy prices have risen dramatically in the past decade. Whilst
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previously volatile, commodity costs now seem a little less unpredictable, rising non-commodity charges are driving further cost
increases. Getting the right energy procurement strategy in place is
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before.
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Capped strategies are a great middle-ground. This approach provides budget security by enabling you to set an upper
price cap, but allows for strategic trading below this pre-determined limit, so you’ll see a bene t when the market
dips.
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For those organisa-ons who value budget security above all else, a ﬁxed strategy may con-nue to provide the most
appropriate energy procurement op-on. However, even within ﬁxed contracts, there are cost savings to be had.
Timing is everything when using a ﬁxed strategy, and consul-ng an expert who can place your contracts at the
op-mum -me will ensure you can lock in lower prices for any given supply year.
All in all, there is much to consider when planning your energy procurement strategy. Choosing to partner with an
industry expert you can trust will save you -me and remove the worry. The right partner will give you peace of mind
through complete transparency, keeping you completely informed whilst removing the burden of watching the
marketplaces to make sure you achieve the most compe--ve price possible for your energy.

Further considera-ons
A truly eﬀec-ve energy-buying strategy is one that considers
all aspects of the purchasing process. Alongside your energy
prices, there are also those non-commodity costs to consider.
With non- commodity costs now making up a large
percentage of your overall bill, choosing a strategy that allows
you to ﬁx or cap costs such as pass-through charges, could
mean substan-al savings against your annual budget.
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